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Access 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Beginners through experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Access. 

What it is: Access is Microsoft’s relational database application used to organize and store data. Access 
also has reporting capabilities.

What you’ll learn: We start with navigating a completed database while exploring the concept of 
relational databases and the objects they contain. We’ll move on to learning the Access interface, so you 
can become comfortable in the working environment. Then, we dive into how to plan, design, and create 
database tables. We’ll continue by importing table data from Excel, as well as manually entering table data. 
Sorting and filtering techniques will be explored before we move on to exploring table relationships, the 
key to a successful relational database. We will create database queries, forms, and reports. We’ll spend 
time on learning how table relationships affect queries, how to automate queries, and how to create action 
queries. Our advanced training starts with Advanced Report and Form Design techniques. We will learn 
how to create switchboards, write macros, and use Access Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) for complex 
automation. We will end by covering database security and customization options.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• How Databases Operate  
• Accessing Databases 
• Exploring Relational Databases  
• Examining Database Objects 
• How Data is Related Between Tables 
• Understanding the Access Interface 
• Planning Steps and Naming Conventions for New Databases 
• Planning Tables 
• Creating Tables in Design View  
• Importing Data from Excel into New Tables 
• Modifying New Table Imports 
• Importing to Existing Tables  
• Importing to Existing Tables by Yourself
• Manually Entering Data in a Table 
• Sorting and Filtering Data  
• Creating Table Relationships  
• Using the Simple Query Wizard  
• Creating Queries in Design View 
• Customizing Queries with Criteria 
• Conclusion
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Access 2019 Intermediate

Who it’s for: Beginners through experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Access. 

What it is: Access is Microsoft’s relational database application used to organize and store data. Access 
also has reporting capabilities.

What you’ll learn: We start with navigating a completed database while exploring the concept of 
relational databases and the objects they contain. We’ll move on to learning the Access interface, so you 
can become comfortable in the working environment. Then, we dive into how to plan, design, and create 
database tables. We’ll continue by importing table data from Excel, as well as manually entering table data. 
Sorting and filtering techniques will be explored before we move on to exploring table relationships, the 
key to a successful relational database. We will create database queries, forms, and reports. We’ll spend 
time on learning how table relationships affect queries, how to automate queries, and how to create 
action queries. Our advanced training starts with Advanced Report and Form Design techniques. We will 
learn how to create switchboards, write macros, and use Access Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) for 
complex automation. We will end by covering database security and customization options.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Form Wizard and Form Design 
• Form Design By Yourself 
• Data Entry with Forms 
• Creating Reports for Data Output 
• Forms Recap 
• Adding Relationship Security 
• Testing Referential Integrity 
• Controlling Query Results with Join Types 
• Creating Complex Queries with Multiple Criteria 
• Calculating Data with Queries 
• Advanced Query Calculations 
• Summarizing Data with Grouping 
• How Relationships Affect Queries Recap
• 15 Introduction to Advanced Queries and Report Design 
• Automating Queries with Parameters 
• Using Query Wizards 
• Action Queries - Making Tables  
• Action Queries - Appending Queries 
• Action Queries - Updating Queries 
• Action Queries - Deleting Queries  

• Advanced Report Design Techniques 
• Using Property Sheets for Report Design 
• Adding Button Controls to a Report 
• Conclusion
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Access 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Beginners through experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Access.

What it is: Access is Microsoft’s relational database application used to organize and store data. Access 
also has reporting capabilities.

What you’ll learn: We start with navigating a completed database while exploring the concept of 
relational databases and the objects they contain. We’ll move on to learning the Access interface, so you 
can become comfortable in the working environment. Then, we dive into how to plan, design, and create 
database tables. We’ll continue by importing table data from Excel, as well as manually entering table data. 
Sorting and filtering techniques will be explored before we move on to exploring table relationships, the 
key to a successful relational database. We will create database queries, forms, and reports. We’ll spend 
time on learning how table relationships affect queries, how to automate queries, and how to create 
action queries. Our advanced training starts with Advanced Report and Form Design techniques. We will 
learn how to create switchboards, write macros, and use Access Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) for 
complex automation. We will end by covering database security and customization options.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Designing Complex Forms - Subform 
• Designing Complex Forms - Tab Control
• Designing Complex Forms - Split Form
• Default Values 
• Tab Order
• Adding Buttons to Forms 
• Creating Informational Forms 
• Adding a Forms Switchboard  
• Adding a Reports Switchboard 
• Using Navigation Forms 
• Creating AutoExec Macros 
• Creating Message Box Macros 
• Automating a Parameter Query with a Macro 
• Hiding Form Controls with Macros 
• Using Macros to Validate Data Entry 
• Recap 
• Introduction to Complex Automation and Security 
• Introduction to VBA 
• Securing Forms with a Password 
• Testing Secured Forms 

• Creating User Input and Message Boxes 
• Using Logic Programming to Interpret One 

Condition - Part 1
• Using Logic Programming to Interpret One 

Condition - Part 2 
• Using Logic Programming to Interpret One 

Condition - Part 3 
• Writing Code in a Standard Module  
• Placing Tables in Separate Databases
• Exploring the Back End Database 
• Managing Tables with the Linked Table 

Manager 
• Setting Start Up Options 
• Applying the Compact and Repair Tool
• Conclusion
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Acrobat Pro DC

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced users who would like to make their documents more 
dynamic, secure, and interactive.

What it is: A program for creating, modifying, and securing PDFs.

What you’ll learn: We learn how to navigate and personalize the Acrobat interface. Then, we talk about 
creating PDFs from Office programs, combining various files into PDFs, and creating PDF Portfolios. We 
also cover how to edit PDFs, format text, add hyperlinks, add/edit headers and footers, and organize your 
documents in a more efficient manner. Next, we discuss how to convert scanned documents to editable 
and searchable text and images. We also do a deep dive into the various commenting and feedback tools 
that Acrobat offers, such as highlighting, redacting, and stamps. We create an interactive form with drop 
down menus, date pickers, and interactive buttons. You’ll also learn how to secure your documents with 
digital signatures. And finally, we talk about how to make our PDFs more accessible, providing an equal 
experience to all users.

Course Outline
• Introduction
• Converting Word and Office Documents to PDFs
• Overview of the Workspace
• Customizing the Workspace
• Combining Files to Create PDFs
• Creating Portfolios 
• Organizing Your PDFs 
• Converting Scanned Images to Searchable and 

Editable Text
• Editing Text
• Working with Images 
• Adding Text
• Headers and Footers
• Working with Links
• Applying Watermarks
• Creating Bookmarks
• Commenting Tools
• Proofing Tools
• Working with Stamps
• Inserting Attachments 
• Shapes
• Commenting Pane
• Redacting  
• Accessibility 

• Using the Form Wizard  
• Form Field Properties
• Creating Drop Down Menus
• Creating Radio Buttons
• Adding a Digital Signature Field to Forms 
• Working with Form Tab Order 
• Creating Submit Buttons  
• Working with Signatures
• Display Options and Metadata
• Document Security  
• Conclusion  
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Cybersecurity Basics

Who it’s for: Anyone wanting to safely and securely use a computer.

What it is: Cybersecurity is all about computer safety, including the threats you’ll face and how to stay 
clear of them.

What you’ll learn: In this course, you will learn the basic definitions of the various malware threats 
including viruses, worms, trojan horses, ransomware and rootkits. We then do a deep dive into phishing 
scams, how to spot them and how to avoid them. We then explore ransomware, how to avoid it and the 
staggering financial costs of ransomware attacks to a company. We then survey some important data 
points and anecdotes with regard to businesses and governments and the financial dangers or malware 
attacks. The class then explores basic computer security, internet safety, network security and how to 
shop safely. Finally, we offer important tips and strategies for computer safety and how to report any 
malware, phishing or ransomware attacks.

Course Outline
• Introduction
• What is Malware?
• Types of Malware
• Who is Vulnerable?
• Phishing and Ransomware
• Financial Costs and Other Statistics
• Shopping Online
• Basic Safety Tips
• How to Prevent Phishing 
• What to Do if You’re a Victim
• Filing Complaints and Learning More 
• Parting Words
• Conclusion
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Excel 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Beginners - experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Excel.

What it is: Microsoft’s spreadsheet application used to clean and organize data.

What you’ll learn: We start with the basics, showing you the user interface and quick ways to navigate. 
Once you’re comfortable with the software’s layout, we quickly move on to calculating data with basic 
formulas and functions. In the Intermediate section, we show you the various tools and ways to sort and 
filter data in a timely manner. Then, we dive into one of Excel’s most popular features; the Pivot Table. Our 
Advanced training starts with basic functions like the IF function. After that, we explore complex Database 
functions, provide an introduction to Macros, and show you how to save time by automating common 
Excel tasks.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Start Screen and Templates 
• Ribbon and Quick Access Toolbar 
• Backstage View  
• Smart Lookup and Tell Me 
• Interface  
• Navigation 
• Keyboard Shortcuts  
• Entering Text  
• Number Formats 
• Deleting and Formatting 
• AutoSum 
• Simple Formulas 
• Simple Functions 
• More Simple Functions  
• Absolute Referencing  
• Moving and Copying Data 
• Inserting Rows and Columns 
• AutoFill 
• Cell Styles 
• Worksheet Themes 
• Excel Templates 
• Freeze Panes 

• Grouping Worksheets 
• Page Layout View 
• Custom Views 
• Spell Check 
• Printing
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Excel 2019 Intermediate

Who it’s for: Beginners - experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Excel.

What it is: Microsoft’s spreadsheet application used to clean and organize data.

What you’ll learn: We start with the basics, showing you the user interface and quick ways to navigate. 
Once you’re comfortable with the software’s layout, we quickly move on to calculating data with basic 
formulas and functions. In the Intermediate section, we show you the various tools and ways to sort and 
filter data in a timely manner. Then, we dive into one of Excel’s most popular features; the Pivot Table. Our 
Advanced training starts with basic functions like the IF function. After that, we explore complex Database 
functions, provide an introduction to Macros, and show you how to save time by automating common 
Excel tasks.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Overview of List Design  
• Formatting Lists as Tables 
• Filtering Records from Lists or Tables 
• Removing Duplicates from Lists or Tables 
• Flash Fill 
• Single and Multi-Level Sorting 
• Inserting Automatic Subtotals in Lists 
• Inserting Data Charts Using Recommended Charts 
• Formatting and Editing Chart Elements 
• Creating and Applying Custom Chart Templates 
• Adding and Removing Data from Charts 
• Inserting Sparklines 
• Printing Charts 
• Inserting Pivot Tables 
• Filtering Pivot Tables 
• Using Report Layouts in Pivot Tables 
• Refreshing and Changing Source Data in Pivot Tables 
• Inserting Pivot Charts 
• Data Validation
• Applying Built-In Conditional Formatting
• Creating Custom Conditional Formats
• Linking Data
• Comments
• Protection
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Excel 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Beginners - experienced, everyday users looking to sharpen their skills and increase 
efficiency in Microsoft Excel.

What it is: Microsoft’s spreadsheet application used to clean and organize data.

What you’ll learn: We start with the basics, showing you the user interface and quick ways to navigate. 
Once you’re comfortable with the software’s layout, we quickly move on to calculating data with basic 
formulas and functions. In the Intermediate section, we show you the various tools and ways to sort and 
filter data in a timely manner. Then, we dive into one of Excel’s most popular features; the Pivot Table. Our 
Advanced training starts with basic functions like the IF function. After that, we explore complex Database 
functions, provide an introduction to Macros, and show you how to save time by automating common 
Excel tasks.

Course Outline
• Introduction    
• Creating and Applying Named Ranges  
• Navigating with Named Ranges 
• IF Functions 
• More IF Functions  
• Introduction to Nesting Functions  
• The Round Function 
• Formula Auditing Tools  
• Introduction to VLOOKUP
• VLOOKUP 
• VLOOKUP and IFERROR 
• Database Functions - SUMIF and AVERAGEIF  
• Database Functions - SUMIFS 
• Text Functions 
• Consolidate by Position 
• Consolidate by Category  
• Goal Seek 
• Introduction to Data Tables  
• Data Tables  
• Scenario Manager  
• Macros - Adding the Developer Tab 
• Macros - Recording and Running the Header Macro 
• Macros - Visual Basic Editor and Form Control 
• Macros - Adding Macros to the Ribbon 
• Macros - Exercise
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Excel 2019 Power User

Who it’s for: This course was built from the ground up for the advanced users and those in search 
of more than typical Excel tools and processes. Attendees of this course are recommended to have 
completed our Excel 2019 training, or at a minimum already be proficient in the skills referenced in those 
courses.

What it is: The Excel Power User course expands on the idea that the tools by themselves are only part 
of the equation. To say that you’re capable of solving a problem is enough for most users, but participants 
in this course aren’t most users. The desire to learn and invest time in building resources that solve 
problems faster and with less effort is a key quality of the power user and something the course maintains 
a heavy focus on.

What you’ll learn: In this series, students will learn how to intermix tools in Excel to accomplish time-
intensive tasks. Students will learn to develop a deeper understanding of data mining tools like VLOOKUP, 
as well as more advanced solutions like the INDEX, MATCH, and OFFSET functions. Throughout the 
course, users will learn how to expedite data analysis through dynamic ranges and how to push Excel 
to the edges of what’s possible out of the box with new perspectives on how to think their way through 
challenging problems.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Troubleshooting VLOOKUP  
• Using IFERROR  
• Replacing VLOOKUP with XLOOKUP  
• Index Match  
• Text Functions  
• PivotTables - 2019 Features 
• PivotTables - Calculated Field  
• PivotTables - Calculated Items 
• PivotTables - Show Values As  
• Array Formulas and Functions  
• Index and Match Array Function  
• Conditional Format New Rule Examples 
• Combo Charts and Sparklines  
• Add Developer Recording Macros  
• Editing, Saving, and Stepping Into a Macro 
• Recording a Format Macro 
• Conclusion
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Excel 2019 Pivot Tables

Who it’s for: Anyone who uses Excel and wants to learn one of the most powerful tools Excel offers.

What it is: Pivot Tables helps you easily take a very large dataset and create a table that only displays the 
information you need.

What you’ll learn: You’ll learn how to easily create, modify, and update Pivot Tables and charts.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Data Mining  
• Adding Related Data Using VLOOKUP  
• Inserting PivotTables  
• Setting Up Pivot Tables  
• Building PivotTables  
• Filtering and Slicing Pivot Table Data  
• Changing Source Data and Refreshing Pivot Tables  
• Inserting Pivot Charts 
• Using Tables to Build Pivot Tables  
• Finding Correct Layouts for Reports 
• Setting Default Layouts for Reports  
• Using Pivot Table Styles 
• Subtotals and Grand Totals  
• Creating Report Pages  
• Adding the Power Pivot Tab to Excel  
• Creating Tables for the Data Model  
• Adding Relationships with Power Pivot  
• Using DAX Expressions with Power Pivot  
• Creating Pivot Tables with Power Pivot  
• When to Use Power Pivot  
• Conclusion
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Excel 2019 XLOOKUP

Who it’s for: All Excel users, especially those looking for the next best feature.

What it is: XLOOKUP is a powerful new lookup function in Excel, letting users search for and find items 
in a table faster than ever before.

What you’ll learn: First, you’ll learn about VLOOKUP and Index and Match, the precursors to 
XLOOKUP. We’ll talk about what makes those functions fantastic and what makes them lacking in certain 
areas. Then, we’ll explain why XLOOKUP is a huge improvement and how to properly use it to level up 
your Excel performance.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Introduction to VLOOKUP 
• VLOOKUP Limitations  
• Introduction to Index and Match  
• Introduction to XLOOKUP  
• XLOOKUP - Approx Match 
• XLOOKUP - Multiple Values Returned  
• XLOOKUP - Two Way Search 
• Conclusion
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Excel VBA Beginner

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Scientists, and everyone in between looking to write their own 
rulebook on what’s possible in Excel.

What it is: Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language for Excel and other Microsoft 
Office programs. VBA is used to automate repetitive processes and frequent actions. Even more, it can be 
used to build tools that otherwise don’t exist in Excel.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be guided through the foundational concepts of VBA in Excel. 
Users will learn to build macros from the ground up, starting with recording macros that require little to no 
code, and working towards building their own macros using crucial VBA concepts such as Loop, If Then, 
and other complex functions.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• What is VBA?  
• Object-Oriented Programming Languages  
• Turning on the Developer Tab  
• The Macro Recorder  
• Using Relative References  
• Recording Simple Macros  
• Multi-Step Macro Recording  
• Sort and Filter Macro Recording  
• Protecting and Formatting Sheets with the Macro Recorder 
• VBA Interface Setup 
• Recorder Code vs. Manual Code  
• Introduction to Editing Macros  
• Debugging Macros  
• Grammar in VBA  
• Macro Scripting Basics  
• Range  
• Selection and Color  
• Value and Clear  
• ActiveSheet, Sheets, and Name  
• CurrentRegion  
• Practice
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Excel VBA Intermediate

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Scientists, and everyone in between looking to write their own 
rulebook on what’s possible in Excel.

What it is: Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language for Excel and other Microsoft 
Office programs. VBA is used to automate repetitive processes and frequent actions. Even more, it can be 
used to build tools that otherwise don’t exist in Excel.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be guided through the foundational concepts of VBA in Excel. 
Users will learn to build macros from the ground up, starting with recording macros that require little to no 
code, and working towards building their own macros using crucial VBA concepts such as Loop, If Then, 
and other complex functions.

Course Outline
• Variables  
• Variable Rules  
• For Next Loop Basics  
• For Next Loop Doubled  
• For Next Loop Triple  
• For Each Loop 
• Exit For Statement 
• Do While Loop 
• Do While Not Empty Loop  
• Do Until Loop 
• Do Loop UNTIL  
• Count & Offset 
• End, Address, Call Statement  
• Practice 
• Using the FIND Tool in a Macro 
• Message Boxes 
• Input Boxes  
• Code Continuation Character & vbCrLf Constant 
• If Then, ElseIF, and Else 
• Select Case  
• Multiple Variables  
• Practice
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Excel VBA Advanced

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Scientists, and everyone in between looking to write their own 
rulebook on what’s possible in Excel.

What it is: Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is the programming language for Excel and other Microsoft 
Office programs. VBA is used to automate repetitive processes and frequent actions. Even more, it can be 
used to build tools that otherwise don’t exist in Excel.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be guided through the foundational concepts of VBA in Excel. 
Users will learn to build macros from the ground up, starting with recording macros that require little to no 
code, and working towards building their own macros using crucial VBA concepts such as Loop, If Then, 
and other complex functions.

Course Outline
• Worksheets Methods 
• DateSerial and Format 
• Sheet Template Generator  
• Move  
• PrintOut and PrintPreview 
• Practice - Part 1  
• Practice - Part 2  
• Practice - Part 3 
• Practice - Part 4  
• Practice - Part 5  
• Practice - Part 6 
• Custom Functions - Part 1  
• Custom Functions - Part 2 
• Custom Functions - Part 3  
• Conclusion
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Forms

Who it’s for: For users looking to create and share online surveys, especially ones that can easily be 
integrated within Microsoft’s office ecosystem.

What it is: Microsoft’s easy-to-use online form builder.

What you’ll learn: In this brief course, students will learn how to create and edit forms. Advanced 
options like branching will be explored and users will learn how to share their forms online or within their 
organization. Finally, students will find out how to locate and manage their form responses.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Creating Forms  
• Themes 
• Adding Sections and Questions  
• Using Likert and Ratings  
• Using Branching to Control Flow 
• Submit and Preview Responses 
• Sharing Forms  
• Sharing Forms in Teams  
• Conclusion
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Google Sheets Beginner

Who it’s for: Anyone looking for a free way to gather, format, and interpret data in a spreadsheet.

What it is: Google Sheets is Google’s free, web-based spreadsheet application that mirrors the magic of 
Microsoft Excel, with some standout features and key differences as well.

What you’ll learn: First, students will be shown how to navigate the app. Then, they’ll learn the basics 
like creating and sharing spreadsheets. Next, they’ll learn how to calculate data with functions and 
formulas, as well as how to filter and sort all their data. Finally, users will get some hands-on time with 
popular features like Pivot Tables, AutoFill, VLOOKUP, Macros, and more.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Start Page  
• Interface 
• Search the Menus  
• Navigating and Selecting Cells  
• Entering and Editing Data  
• Explore  
• Performing Simple Calculations 
• Saving 
• Introduction to Google Drive 
• Building Basic Formulas 
• Using Simple Functions  
• Copying Formulas and Functions with AutoFill  
• Relative vs Absolute Reference  
• Inserting Rows and Columns 
• Moving, Copying, and Pasting Data 
• Using AutoFill to Complete a Series of Values 
• Cell Formatting - Align, Text Rotation, Text Wrapping  
• Formatting Worksheet Data and Using Cell Design  
• Using Sheets Templates  
• Inserting, Deleting, Renaming, Moving, and Copying Worksheets 
• Freeze Panes  

• Currency Formatting 
• Hiding Rows and Columns 
• Spell Check 
• Using the Full-Screen View 
• Printing 
• Download Options 
• Publishing Sheets to the 

Web 
• Sending Google Sheets as 

Emails 
• Conclusion
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Google Sheets Advanced

Who it’s for: Anyone looking for a free way to gather, format, and interpret data in a spreadsheet.

What it is: Google Sheets is Google’s free, web-based spreadsheet application that mirrors the magic of 
Microsoft Excel, with some standout features and key differences as well.

What you’ll learn: First, students will be shown how to navigate the app. Then, they’ll learn the basics 
like creating and sharing spreadsheets. Next, they’ll learn how to calculate data with functions and 
formulas, as well as how to filter and sort all their data. Finally, users will get some hands-on time with 
popular features like Pivot Tables, AutoFill, VLOOKUP, Macros, and more.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Single and Multi-Level Sorting  
• Filtering Records in a List  
• Search Filter and Filter by Condition  
• Custom Filter Views  
• Inserting Data Charts  
• Formatting and Editing Chart Elements 
• Adding and Removing Data from a Chart  
• Inserting Sparkline 
• Alternating Colored Rows  
• Alternating Colors Button  
• Creating a Pivot Table 
• Creating a Pivot Chart  
• Filtering within Pivot Tables Using Slicers 
• Using the IF Function  
• Introduction to Nesting Functions  
• VLOOKUP Function 
• Using the IFERROR Function  
• Creating and Applying Names in a Worksheet  
• Summary-Based Functions SUMIF(S) and AVERAGEIF 
• Text Functions Left, Right, Mid, Concatenate and Split Text-To-Columns  
• Sharing and Managing Permissions  
• Macros 
• Conclusion
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Google Slides Beginner

Who it’s for: Anyone looking to create and share slide deck presentations.

What it is: Google Slides is Google’s free, web-based answer to Microsoft PowerPoint. Google Slides is 
all about presentations, offering a wide variety of ways to build and distribute informative and engaging 
slide decks.

What you’ll learn: First, we’ll talk about the basics, like how to add slides, text boxes, and shapes. Then, 
we’ll move on to more advanced objects like images and videos, and talk about the ways they can be 
inserted, modified, and layered within your project. After going over presentation main stays like speaker 
notes, running your presentation as a slide show, and publishing, we tackle the ever-powerful slide master. 
Take your presentation skills to the next level by learning to make templates, layouts, themes, and much 
more.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Getting to Google Slides  
• Exploring the Slides Interface 
• Managing Slide Size Ratio  
• Inserting a New Slide  
• Adding Text Boxes  
• Adding Bulleted Lists  
• Formatting Text  
• Explore  
• Spell Check  
• Personal Dictionary  
• Saving, Renaming, and Google Drive  
• Inserting Lines & Shapes  
• Formatting Objects  
• Grouping and Ungrouping Objects  
• Layering Objects  
• Inserting Images

• Formatting Images  
• Inserting Videos  
• Adding Slide Transitions 
• Animating Text and Objects 
• Running a Slide Show 
• Adding Speaker Notes 
• Printing Slides, Notes, and 

Handouts 
• Sending Slides as Email 

Attachments 
• Publish to the Web  
• Conclusion
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Google Slides Advanced

Who it’s for: Anyone looking to create and share slide deck presentations.

What it is: Google Slides is Google’s free, web-based answer to Microsoft PowerPoint. Google Slides is 
all about presentations, offering a wide variety of ways to build and distribute informative and engaging 
slide decks.

What you’ll learn: First, we’ll talk about the basics, like how to add slides, text boxes, and shapes. Then, 
we’ll move on to more advanced objects like images and videos, and talk about the ways they can be 
inserted, modified, and layered within your project. After going over presentation main stays like speaker 
notes, running your presentation as a slide show, and publishing, we tackle the ever-powerful slide master. 
Take your presentation skills to the next level by learning to make templates, layouts, themes, and much 
more.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Opening Google Slides  
• Slide Master  
• Custom Layouts  
• Themes  
• Slide Backgrounds 
• Custom Themes  
• Creating Data Charts  
• Inserting & Modifying Data Charts from Google Sheets  
• Inserting Links  
• Importing Slides from Google Slides  
• Importing Slides from PowerPoint  
• Stacking Animations 
• Automating Slideshows  
• Video Options 
• Laser Tool  
• Slides Q&A  
• Inserting Action Buttons  
• Downloading as Different File Formats 
• Sharing and Managing Permissions 
• Adding Comments 
• Conclusion
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Illustrator Beginner

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in marketing, sales, real estate, education, 
and more.

What it is: A complex program for creating high quality illustration and typographical art.

What you’ll learn: We begin with the interface and workspace. We go over all of the panels and 
selection tools, including the direct selection tool. We cover vector illustration using shapes, the pen and 
pencil tool, applying brush strokes, and saving swatches and gradients. We also do a deep dive into type 
and typography, and show you all the shortcuts, tips, and tricks to make you more proficient and creative 
using Illustrator. Finally, we cover more advanced type tools like type on a path, the Touch Type tool, 
mastering the special effects with the Appearance panel, cool transformation and blending effects, and 
how to create 3D objects including text. We also explore the image trace tool, how to master Live Paint, 
Blending Tools, working with and creating Symbols and Graphic Styles.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Customizing the Workspace 
• Panels 
• Vector vs Bitmap 
• Creating New Documents 
• Basic Selection Techniques 
• Magic Wand Tool  
• Shapes  
• Shapes Tips and Tricks  
• Direct Selection Tool  
• Scale Tool  
• Rotate Tool 
• Layers  
• Eyedropper and Swatches 
• Working with Swatches  
• Creating Patterns  
• Expanding Appearance in Objects from Strokes
• Gradients 
• Freeform Gradients 
• Working with Artboards 
• Exporting Assets  
• Shape Builder Tool  

• Pen Tool
• Pencil Tool 
• Guides and Grids  
• 26 Smooth Tool 
• 27 Width Tool  
• Brush Strokes 
• Adding Anchor Points  
• Transparency and Opacity Settings 
• Type and Typography 
• Type on a Path  
• Appearance Panel 
• Exporting and Packaging
• Conclusion
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Illustrator Advanced

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in marketing, sales, real estate, education, 
and more.

What it is: A complex program for creating high quality illustration and typographical art.

What you’ll learn: We begin with the interface and workspace. We go over all of the panels and 
selection tools, including the direct selection tool. We cover vector illustration using shapes, the pen and 
pencil tool, applying brush strokes, and saving swatches and gradients. We also do a deep dive into type 
and typography, and show you all the shortcuts, tips, and tricks to make you more proficient and creative 
using Illustrator. Finally, we cover more advanced type tools like type on a path, the Touch Type tool, 
mastering the special effects with the Appearance panel, cool transformation and blending effects, and 
how to create 3D objects including text. We also explore the image trace tool, how to master Live Paint, 
Blending Tools, working with and creating Symbols and Graphic Styles.

Course Outline
• Introduction  
• Getting Started 
• Creative Cloud Libraries 
• Adobe Stock 
• Touch Type Tool  
• Scaling  
• Rotation  
• Creating a Celtic Knot 
• Creating a Mandala Flower  
• Live Paint 
• Image Trace  
• More Live Paint  
• Brush Strokes  
• Symbols 
• Creating New Symbols 
• Using Advanced Symbol Tools 
• 3D Text  
• 3D Objects and Symbol Mapping  
• Blending Tool  
• Effects  
• Graphic Styles  
• Paragraph Styles  
• Character Styles  
• Conclusion
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InDesign Beginner

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in any industry.

What it is: A multifaceted content layout program that allows for the creation of posters, brochures, 
newsletters, books, basic illustration, special effects, and interactivity.

What you’ll learn: We begin with learning the interface and workspace to drawing and manipulating 
shapes, applying color, and understanding and implementing typography. Then, we get into a fun series 
of lessons on placing images, editing images, and text wrapping. Next, we do a deep dive into paragraph, 
character, and object styles. We explore the valuable Master pages, and learn about exporting and 
packaging our documents for publishing. In our advanced course, we cover data merging and how to 
create a Table of Contents and interactive form. We also go deeper into nested styles including Character, 
Paragraph, and Object styles. Finally, we get creating with some of our favorite vector and shape 
manipulation tools, and explore how to use the Creative Cloud Libraries more effectively to share and 
utilize all of your new assets and tools.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• Overview  
• Customizing the Interface  
• Navigation  
• Creating New Documents  
• Overview of the Pages Panel  
• Creating Posters  
• Placing Images and Adding Text  
• Working with Images - Part 1 
• Working with Images - Part 2  
• Creating an Image Grid  
• Aligning Objects 
• Working with Links 
• Image Effects and Eyedropper 
• Object Styles 
• Typographical Settings  
• Placing Text from Word 
• Text Frame Options  
• Text Threads and Hidden Characters 
• Paragraph Styles
• Bullets, Numbering, and Paragraph Styles 
• Character Styles  

• Working with Color and Swatches 
• Working Gradients  
• Master Pages 
• Preferences, Spellcheck, and Display 

Performance 
• Exporting and Packaging 
• Conclusion
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InDesign Advanced

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in any industry.

What it is: A multifaceted content layout program that allows for the creation of posters, brochures, 
newsletters, books, basic illustration, special effects, and interactivity.

What you’ll learn: We begin with learning the interface and workspace to drawing and manipulating 
shapes, applying color, and understanding and implementing typography. Then, we get into a fun series 
of lessons on placing images, editing images, and text wrapping. Next, we do a deep dive into paragraph, 
character, and object styles. We explore the valuable Master pages, and learn about exporting and 
packaging our documents for publishing. In our advanced course, we cover data merging and how to 
create a Table of Contents and interactive form. We also go deeper into nested styles including Character, 
Paragraph, and Object styles. Finally, we get creating with some of our favorite vector and shape 
manipulation tools, and explore how to use the Creative Cloud Libraries more effectively to share and 
utilize all of your new assets and tools.

Course Outline
• Introduction 
• CC Libraries  
• Adobe Stock 
• Advanced Layers 
• Master Pages 
• Inserting Sections 
• Placeholders 
• Loading Masters 
• Styles  
• Nested Character Styles  
• Nested Object Styles  
• Applying Borders to Styles  
• Applying Shading to Styles  
• Creating Custom Strokes  
• Direct Selection Tool  
• Pen Tools  
• Pathfinder Panel  
• Creating Outlines and Shapes from Type

• Creating a Table of Contents 
• Creating Table of Contents Bookmarks in a PDF 
• Cross Referencing - Paragraph Styles 
• Cross Referencing - Text Anchors  
• Working with Hyperlinks  
• Creating Interactive Forms  
• Working with Tables 
• Data Merge Tool 
• Conclusion
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Lightroom

Who it’s for: Photographers looking for a better way to organize, edit, and share their work.

What it is: Adobe Lightroom is the go-to application for photography enthusiasts, specifically built for 
touching up and managing entire libraries of images.

What you’ll learn: In this class, you’ll learn how organize your photos by album, rating, keyword, and 
other metadata. We’ll also cover editing, enhancing, sharpening, and touching up your photos by adjusting 
lighting and using color correction. We’ll also break down powerful touch up features like the healing 
brush and clone brush. Finally, we’ll explore Lightroom’s sharing and exporting options, including creating 
your very own personal web gallery to showcase your photos.

Course Outline
• Introduction
• What is Lightroom?
• Lightroom Workspace
• Adding Photos
• Creating Albums
• Viewing by Date Options
• Stars and Flagging
• Working with Keywords
• Advanced Filter Options
• People Search
• Lightroom for Web
• Presets
• Profiles
• Lighting
• White Balance
• Working with RAW Files
• Saturation, Hue, and Luminance
• Vibrance
• Sharpening Photos
• Creating Custom Black and White Images
• Vignette
• Cropping and Rotating

• Healing Brush
• Clone Tool
• Brush Tool
• Linear Gradient and Brush
• Radial Gradient
• Exporting Images
• Sharing Links to Photos and Albums
• Creating Web Galleries
• Conclusion
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OneDrive

Who it’s for: This video series is for anyone that is currently using or planning on using Microsoft’s cloud 
storage solution for saving files and collaborating with others.

What it is: OneDrive is a key part of Microsoft’s ecosystem that gives users the convenience of accessing 
their files from anywhere, on any device.

What you’ll learn: In this series of short videos, you’ll learn all of the features of OneDrive, including 
simultaneous collaboration on documents, syncing your library to your computer, and accessing files 
shared with you by others.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Agenda  
• Understanding OneDrive  
• Setting Up OneDrive Desktop App  
• Setting Up Automatic Backup 
• Adding and Organizing Files  
• Accessing OneDrive in a Browser 
• Sharing - Setting Permissions  
• Sharing - Files vs Folders and People vs Groups  
• Sharing - Managing Permissions  
• Collaboration 
• Conclusion
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Outlook 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: For anyone looking to unlock the full potential of Microsoft’s industry-standard email 
management program.

What it is: Microsoft Outlook is the world’s most popular email and calendar application.

What you’ll learn: If you’re new to Outlook, you’ll learn how easy it is to use the program to manage 
your email and daily calendar. If you’re already using Outlook, you’re probably not using it to its highest 
potential. By digging deeper with Learnit Anytime, you’ll learn how to automate everyday tasks, set 
remote meetings, stay on top of your responsibilities, and integrate Outlook with other software in the 
Office Suite.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Ribbon and Quick Access Toolbar  
• Backstage View 
• Interface 
• Folder Pane and Search Folders 
• Navigation Pane 
• Inbox 
• Tasks and Follow Ups  
• Reading Pane  
• To-Do Bar  
• Formatting Text and Sending Emails 
• Attachments, Signatures, and Read Receipts  
• Delay Delivery  
• Quick Parts 
• Contacts  
• Calendar  
• Meetings and Appointments  
• Notes 
• Conclusion
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Outlook 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: For anyone looking to unlock the full potential of Microsoft’s industry-standard email 
management program.

What it is: Microsoft Outlook is the world’s most popular email and calendar application.

What you’ll learn: If you’re new to Outlook, you’ll learn how easy it is to use the program to manage 
your email and daily calendar. If you’re already using Outlook, you’re probably not using it to its highest 
potential. By digging deeper with Learnit Anytime, you’ll learn how to automate everyday tasks, set 
remote meetings, stay on top of your responsibilities, and integrate Outlook with other software in the 
Office Suite.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Overview  
• Message Tools  
• Signatures  
• Out of Office  
• Voting Buttons  
• Custom Quick Steps  
• Rules  
• Delegates  
• Archive and Clean Up Tools  
• Profiles and Groups  
• Custom Views and Formats  
• Personal Preferences 
• Conclusion
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Photoshop Beginner

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in any industry.

What it is: A multifaceted photo editing program that allows you to enhance photos, draw shapes, work 
with color, apply special effects, and use type and dozen of creative filters.

What you’ll learn: We begin with learning the interface and workspace, then quickly cover how to 
create a new document, basic image manipulation, and working with layers, type, and typography. Then 
we learn several color correction techniques, creating masks, using filters, and a few basic filter options. In 
our advanced class, we cover layer comps, blending modes, advanced selection techniques, working with 
3D text, advanced filter tools, creating Actions, and mastering your CC Libraries.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Customizing the Workspace  
• Moving and Transforming Objects  
• New Document & Placing Images  
• Introduction to Layers and Saving 
• Cropping, Canvas Size, and Image Size  
• Locking, Grouping, and Adjusting Opacity with Layers 
• Quick Selection and Layer via Cut  
• Magic Wand Tool and Eraser  
• Lasso 
• Layer Effects and Cloning  
• Introduction to Shapes and Colors  
• Introduction to Type  
• Layer Effects  
• Shapes  
• Custom Shapes  
• Color Swatches and Gradients  
• Type and Typography  
• Clipping Masks 
• Introduction to Masks  
• Levels Adjustment Layer  
• Curves Adjustment Layer  
• Black and White and Hue-Saturation Adjustment Layer 
• Vibrance and Curves Adjustment Layer - Blue Skies  
• Red Eye Removal  
• Dodge and Burn Tool  
• Spot Healing Brush Tool 

• Patch Tool and Content Aware Fill 
• Clone Stamp Tool  
• Filters  
• Field Blur  
• Preferences  
• Conclusion 
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Photoshop Advanced

Who it’s for: Curious beginners to advanced creatives working in any industry.

What it is: A multifaceted photo editing program that allows you to enhance photos, draw shapes, work 
with color, apply special effects, and use type and dozen of creative filters.

What you’ll learn: We begin with learning the interface and workspace, then quickly cover how to 
create a new document, basic image manipulation, and working with layers, type, and typography. Then 
we learn several color correction techniques, creating masks, using filters, and a few basic filter options. In 
our advanced class, we cover layer comps, blending modes, advanced selection techniques, working with 
3D text, advanced filter tools, creating Actions, and mastering your CC Libraries.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Customizing Photoshop  
• Advanced Layer Management 
• Blending Modes  
• Layer Comps  
• Working with Shapes and Vectors  
• Advanced Type Techniques  
• 3D Text  
• Advanced Selection Using Paths 
• Smart Radius and Selecting Hair  
• Gradient Mask  
• Lens Flare  
• Frames  
• Trees  
• Vanishing Point  
• Distort  
• Filter Displacement Map  
• Camera RAW Filter  
• Actions  
• Conclusion
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Planner

Who it’s for: For anyone working on a project in need of an easy and effective way to manage their team 
and tasks.

What it is: Planner is Microsoft’s answer to Trello or Asana, providing a centralized area for teams to 
break down and track projects.

What you’ll learn: Students will initially learn how to set up plans. Then, they’ll be shown how to 
use a board to track tasks. They will also build charts and schedules to make their projects even more 
transparent, and ultimately, successful. Finally, users will learn how to publish and share their plans with 
others.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Getting Around Planner Hub  
• Creating Plans for New or Existing Groups 
• Creating Tasks Using Board View  
• Using Charts and Schedule  
• Publishing Plans to Outlook 
• Exporting Plans  
• Tasks by Planner  
• Conclusion
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PowerPoint 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Do you have a big presentation coming up? Increase your PowerPoint skills with our 
effective, easy-to-follow training. This course is designed for PowerPoint users of all skill levels. Learn tips 
and tricks, new features, and more to make your next presentation stand out.

What it is: PowerPoint 2019 is the latest version of Microsoft’s legendary presentation tool. It’s jam-
packed with enhancements to old, trusty features, along with a few new advancements. Heighten the 
quality of your presentations with PowerPoint 2019.

What you’ll learn: In this course, we’ll take a deep dive into some of PowerPoint’s most useful features, 
like shape editing, SmartArt design, and grouping. Once the basics are covered, we’ll explore the slide 
master and learn how to save a ton of time with templates. Finally, we’ll go over Microsoft’s freshest 
PowerPoint features, such as screen recordings, enhanced presentation mode, and the powerful morph 
transition.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Start Screen  
• Ribbon  
• Slides  
• Text  
• Text Boxes  
• Bullets and Numbers  
• Saving to OneDrive  
• Slide Show  
• Search  
• Inserting and Arranging Pictures  
• Aligning and Grouping Images  
• Screenshots  
• Transitions  
• Animations  
• Organizing Presentations with Slide Sorter  
• Inspecting and Printing  
• Conclusion
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PowerPoint 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Do you have a big presentation coming up? Increase your PowerPoint skills with our 
effective, easy-to-follow training. This course is designed for PowerPoint users of all skill levels. Learn tips 
and tricks, new features, and more to make your next presentation stand out.

What it is: PowerPoint 2019 is the latest version of Microsoft’s legendary presentation tool. It’s jam-
packed with enhancements to old, trusty features, along with a few new advancements. Heighten the 
quality of your presentations with PowerPoint 2019.

What you’ll learn: In this course, we’ll take a deep dive into some of PowerPoint’s most useful features, 
like shape editing, SmartArt design, and grouping. Once the basics are covered, we’ll explore the slide 
master and learn how to save a ton of time with templates. Finally, we’ll go over Microsoft’s freshest 
PowerPoint features, such as screen recordings, enhanced presentation mode, and the powerful morph 
transition.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Introduction to the Slide Master  
• Formatting the Slide Master  
• Adding Slide Layouts to the Slide Master 
• Saving Presentations as Templates  
• Creating SmartArt  
• Editing SmartArt  
• Transitions  
• Zoom  
• Charts  
• Introduction to Additional Advanced Topics  
• Comments  
• Eyedropper  
• Advanced Animations  
• Screen Recordings  
• Hyperlinking  
• Exporting to PDF 
• Uploading and Sharing via OneDrive  
• Conclusion
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Power BI Beginner

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Data Analytics  
• Licensing Options  
• Products and Services  
• Accessing Course Exercise Files 
• Reviewing Exercise File Data  
• Getting Data from Multiple Sources 
• Getting Data from Excel  
• Saving  
• Touring Report View  
• Touring Data View  
• Touring Model View  
• Starting New Instances of Power BI Desktop  
• Splash Screen  
• Getting Data from Access Database  
• Selecting Related Tables  
• Viewing Table Relationships and Settings  
• Accessing a Web URL  
• Getting Data from the Web  
• Web Authentication and Loading Tables  
• Exploring Web Data Inconsistencies 
• Optimizing Performance with Excel Files  
• Optimizing Performance with Power Pivot Data Model  
• Connecting to Underlying PivotTable Data 
• Importing from Power Pivot Data Model

• Resolving Data Load Error  
• Resolving Data Path Error  
• Resolving Refresh Error  
• Exploring Power View Visualization Error 
• Implications of Locally Stored vs Cloud 

Based Excel Files 
• Locally Stored Excel Files  
• Refreshing In-Desktop and In-Service 
• Cloud-Based Excel Files  
• Publishing Cloud-Based Files to the Service 

and Refreshing 
• Conclusion
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Power BI Intermediate

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Data Shaping - Renaming Tables  
• Data Shaping - Promoting the First Row  
• Data Shaping - Duplicating Column Replace Values 
• Data Shaping - Removing Columns 
• Data Shaping - Filtering, Sorting, and Applying Changes 
• Introduction to Enhancing Data Structure  
• Enhancing Data Structure - Join Types Merge Queries  
• Data Profiling Recap  
• Introduction to Designing a Data Model  
• Working with Tables  
• Fact vs Dimension  
• Breaking Down Tables  
• Creating Hierarchy  
• Relationships aka Cardinality  
• Creating Relationships  
• Reviewing the Model Interface  
• Creating RLS Roles in Desktop 
• Assigning Users to RLS Roles in Service  
• Conclusion
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Power BI Advanced

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Creating Calculated Tables 
• Creating Calculated Columns - DATEDIFF 
• Creating Calculated Columns - RANKX Highest 
• Creating Calculated Columns - RANKX Lowest  
• Creating Calculated Columns - RANKX Dense 
• Creating Quick Measures  
• Creating Measures  
• Creating Date Tables  
• Time Intelligence Functions  
• Key Performance Indicators  
• Additional Key Performance Indicators  
• DAX Recap  
• Introduction to Optimizing Model Performance  
• Publishing Dataset to Service 
• Using DirectQuery on Power BI Dataset  
• DirectQuery vs Import File Size Comparison  
• Importance of Variables  
• Building a Measure to Use in a Measure  
• Building a Measure with Variables and Comments  
• Adding Measures to Multi-Row Card 
• Other Optimization Techniques 
• Conclusion
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Power BI Expert

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Creating Reports with Pie Charts  
• Adding Tooltips to Reports  
• Formatting Reports with Pie Charts  
• Filtering and Sorting Reports  
• Sync Slicers 
• Creating Drill Through Pages  
• Creating Source Reports with Slicers  
• Using Drill Through 
• Formatting Drill Through Pages  
• Formatting Two Objects at Once  
• Conditional Formatting 
• Bookmarks  
• Accessibility Features  
• Accessibility - Alt Text-Data Table-Focus View  
• Accessibility - Tab Order  
• Accessibility - Colorblind Friendly Theme  
• Adding the Histogram Visualization  
• Creating Histograms  
• Copy Visual  
• Reports Recap  
• Introduction to Creating Dashboards  
• Creating Dashboards - Editing Published Reports and Pinning to a New Dashboard  
• Introduction to Real-Time Dashboards  
• Creating Forms for Pushing Data  
• Creating Push Datasets  
• Creating Reports for Real-Time Dashboards 

• Creating Dashboards for Streaming Data 
• Accessing Power Automate  
• Creating a Flow to Push Form Data into 

Dataset 
• Respond to Survey  
• Viewing Real-Time Dashboards  
• Enhancing Dashboards with Custom 

Themes 
• Enhancing Dashboards with Videos  
• Configuring Dashboard Tile Alerts  
• Using Q and A and Quick Insights and Add to 

Dashboard 
• More Dashboard Features  
• Conclusion
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Power BI Master

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Loading Sample Data and Making Workspace Premium 
• Downloading Report Builder and Creating Paginated Reports
• Sorting Reports in Design View  
• Adding Report Headers and Making Them Repeat Across Pages 
• Making Column Headers Repeat Across Pages and Publishing Reports 
• Reviewing Paginated Reports - Print Preview and Export Option 
• Paginated Reports Recap  
• Introduction to Performing Advanced Analytics  
• Accessing a Sample Desktop File from the Service  
• Advanced Analytics - Grouping  
• Advanced Analytics - Binning 
• Advanced Analytics - Drill Down and Up  
• Advanced Analytics - Analyze Feature  
• Data Insights Through AI Visuals  
• Creating Animated Scatter Charts 
• Using Visuals to Forecast Values  
• Creating Custom Analytics Visuals  
• Conclusion
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Power BI Professional

Who it’s for: Business Analysts, Data Analysts, and everyone in between looking to take the next step in 
data processing and visualization.

What it is: Power BI is Microsoft’s business analytics platform. It’s designed from the ground up to take 
mass sets of data and organize, analyze, and visualize it using live dashboards and interactive reports.

What you’ll learn: In this series, users will be introduced to the foundational concepts of building 
queries and prepping data for analysis. Users will learn to build relationships across multiple databases 
using Power Pivot, all the while learning useful functions to help take data to the next level. Become 
familiar with building and navigating live dashboards and interactive reports, and much more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Sharing Dashboards 
• Revoking Sharing Privileges  
• Sharing Reports  
• Copying Reports to Other Workspaces and Workspace Roles 
• Creating and Publishing Apps  
• Managing Workspaces Recap  
• Introduction to Managing Datasets  
• Creating Parameters  
• Editing Parameters in the Service and Refreshing Datasets and Visuals 
• Refresh Options 
• Managing Datasets Recap  
• Conclusion 
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Project 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Microsoft Project is professional level software made for project managers, resource 
managers, team leads, and anyone who is given the task of planning and running a project that is too big 
for “I’ll just knock it out.”

What it is: Project is a structure-based project planning, running, and tracking software tool. It’s also the 
most popular project management tool. Microsoft Project students will learn how to plan projects of any 
scope, small to large.

What you’ll learn: Start from the ground level and learn how to build a phase-based work breakdown 
structure, apply durations, constraints, resources, and track the project while it runs. You’ll learn tricks, 
tips, and how to modify Microsoft Project to fit your needs and work style.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• What is Project?  
• Touring the Interface  
• Project Management Phases  
• Setting Project Start Date  
• Creating a Project Calendar  
• Attaching a Calendar to Project Plan  
• Introduction to Tasks  
• Adding Tasks  
• Importing Tasks  
• Placeholder Text and Ancillary Tasks  
• Work Breakdown Structure 
• Introduction to Relationships  
• Setting Up Relationships  
• Cleanup  
• Introduction to Resources  
• Adding Resources and Costs to a Project Plan File  
• Creating a Resource Calendar 
• Assigning Resources to Tasks  
• Resolving Resource Conflicts  
• Finalizing Project Plans with Lead and Lag Time 

• Adding Resources After Initial Assignments 
• Adding Fixed Costs and Task Notes  
• Setting a Baseline 
• Sharing Project Plans 
• Conclusion
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Project 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Microsoft Project is professional level software made for project managers, resource 
managers, team leads, and anyone who is given the task of planning and running a project that is too big 
for “I’ll just knock it out.”

What it is: Project is a structure-based project planning, running, and tracking software tool. It’s also the 
most popular project management tool. Microsoft Project students will learn how to plan projects of any 
scope, small to large.

What you’ll learn: Start from the ground level and learn how to build a phase-based work breakdown 
structure, apply durations, constraints, resources, and track the project while it runs. You’ll learn tricks, 
tips, and how to modify Microsoft Project to fit your needs and work style.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Introduction to Tracking Actuals  
• Marking Tasks Complete  
• Introduction to Tracking Tables 
• Creating Custom Tables  
• Moving Projects and Updating Actual Duration 
• Filtering, Highlighting, Grouping, and Updating Resource Info
• Project Statistics  
• Resource Reports 
• Cost Reports  
• In Progress Reports 
• Dashboards 
• Custom Reports  
• Customizing Task Boards View and Managing Sprints 
• Task Boards Reports  
• Visual Reports  
• Customizing Visual Reports  
• Introduction to Administration  
• Getting Started Tutorials and Report  
• Basic Administration  
• Using the Organizer to Save Custom Objects  
• Creating Templates  
• Creating New Files from Excel Workbooks  
• Creating New Files from SharePoint Task Lists  
• Advanced Administration  
• Creating a Consolidated Project 

• Sharing Resources with a Resource Pool 
• Exporting Data to Other Data Sources 
• Conclusion
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Python Beginner

Who it’s for: This course is for Python beginners or intermediate users looking for a refresher on the 
intricacies of the programming language.

What it is: Python is a popular programming language used to develop web and app software.

What you’ll learn: In this course, we’ll explain how to install Python and get started with an IDE like 
PyCharm. Then, we’ll show you the basics like using numbers and variables, as well as the difference 
between a variety of Python statements, data types, and data structures. Finally, we’ll create some simple 
projects and programs to give you a better idea of what Python can really do.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Installing Python  
• Python Tools  
• Running Python Scripts Via Command Line  
• Installing and Getting Started with an IDE - PyCharm  
• Using Numbers and Variables - Part 1  
• Using Numbers and Variables - Part 2  
• Pythagorean Theorem Script  
• Currency Converter  
• Enhanced Currency Converter  
• Bool Datatype  
• Relational Operators 
• If Else Statements  
• Elif Statements 
• Conclusion
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Python Advanced

Who it’s for: This course is for Python beginners or intermediate users looking for a refresher on the 
intricacies of the programming language.

What it is: Python is a popular programming language used to develop web and app software.

What you’ll learn: In this course, we’ll explain how to install Python and get started with an IDE like 
PyCharm. Then, we’ll show you the basics like using numbers and variables, as well as the difference 
between a variety of Python statements, data types, and data structures. Finally, we’ll create some simple 
projects and programs to give you a better idea of what Python can really do.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Nested If Statements 
• Grocery Budget Calculator  
• Iteration Theory  
• Iteration for Loops  
• While Loops  
• Secret Number Game  
• Data Structure Theory  
• List Data Structure - Part 1 
• List Data Structure - Part 2  
• Tuple Data Structure  
• Set Data Structure 
• Dictionary Data Structure 
• Conclusion
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SharePoint Basics Beginner

Who it’s for: This course is for end users that are new to SharePoint and want to learn how they can 
create, update, and find resources on their organization’s internal SharePoint sites.

What it is: SharePoint is similar to WordPress in that it is a customizable website with add-ons, but 
unlike WordPress, SharePoint is specifically for intranets: websites visible to employees only.

What you’ll learn: Working in a SharePoint environment can be confusing at first since you’re presented 
with so many individual features – but with our trainer’s guidance and some hands-on practice, you’ll learn 
how the parts fit together and quickly become productive. You’ll be introduced to topics like SharePoint 
sites, apps, Office 365 collaboration, lists, and libraries.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• SharePoint Overview  
• SharePoint Site Structure and Hierarchy  
• Accessing SharePoint Sites  
• Introduction to Site Navigation  
• Site Navigation - Quick Launch Bar, Global Navigation, and More 
• Site Permissions 
• Apps  
• Accessing Apps in the Site Contents Area  
• Following Sites  
• Libraries  
• Creating Libraries and Documents 
• Editing Documents and Folders  
• Managing Versions  
• Understanding the Check-Out Process 
• Content Approval  
• Deleted Documents  
• Alerts 
• Advanced Search  
• Sort Filter Group  
• Customizing Views and Columns  
• Conclusion
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SharePoint Basics Advanced

Who it’s for: This course is for end users that are new to SharePoint and want to learn how they can 
create, update, and find resources on their organization’s internal SharePoint sites.

What it is: SharePoint is similar to WordPress in that it is a customizable website with add-ons, but 
unlike WordPress, SharePoint is specifically for intranets: websites visible to employees only.

What you’ll learn: Working in a SharePoint environment can be confusing at first since you’re presented 
with so many individual features – but with our trainer’s guidance and some hands-on practice, you’ll learn 
how the parts fit together and quickly become productive. You’ll be introduced to topics like SharePoint 
sites, apps, Office 365 collaboration, lists, and libraries.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Creating Lists 
• Adding Records to a List  
• Link Lists 
• Task Lists  
• Excel Lists  
• Integrating SharePoint with Microsoft Office  
• Using Microsoft Office Online and Desktop Apps  
• Introduction to Pages  
• Creating and Formatting Pages  
• Customizing Pages and Other Content  
• Adding News Pages and Quick Links  
• Creating and Configuring New SharePoint Sites  
• Working with Teams  
• Assigning Permissions and Access Rights to Team Members 
• Configuring Site Settings, Navigation, and Search Capabilities 
• Conclusion
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SharePoint Online End User Beginner

Who it’s for: This course was designed for teams and organizations currently using or planning on 
implementing SharePoint Online. It’s for users looking for an entry point to foundational SharePoint 
concepts.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, and through standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Get started with the tools and knowledge needed to start using and working 
within the SharePoint environment. This course is designed from the ground up to introduce students to 
standard navigation and practices. Students will learn to engage with and contribute to files, projects, and 
other collaborative resources that are fundamental to the SharePoint experience.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• How Information is Shared  
• Challenges When Sharing Data  
• What is SharePoint?  
• SharePoint Pillars 
• Common SharePoint Scenarios 
• Accessing a SharePoint Site  
• Accessing Anywhere on Any Device  
• Understanding SharePoint Sites  
• SharePoint Online vs On-Premises 
• SharePoint Components 
• Site Hierarchy 
• Elements of a Site - Part 1 
• Elements of a Site - Part 3  
• Elements of a Site - Part 2  
• Introduction to Permissions
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SharePoint Online End User Intermediate

Who it’s for: This course was designed for teams and organizations currently using or planning on 
implementing SharePoint Online. It’s for users looking for an entry point to foundational SharePoint 
concepts.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, and through standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Get started with the tools and knowledge needed to start using and working 
within the SharePoint environment. This course is designed from the ground up to introduce students to 
standard navigation and practices. Students will learn to engage with and contribute to files, projects, and 
other collaborative resources that are fundamental to the SharePoint experience.

Course Outline

• Using Information in Lists  
• Defining Lists and Types of Lists 
• Managing List Information  
• Adding Items to a List  
• Editing Items in a List  
• Deleting Items in a List  
• Restoring Deleted List Items  
• Content Management in a List 
• Content Approval 
• The New Modern List Interface and Version History  
• Creating Views in the Classic View Interface  
• Creating Views in the Modern List Interface 
• Defining a Library and Types of Libraries  
• Types of Libraries  
• Managing Document Libraries  
• Uploading Files to a Library 
• Creating New Files in a Library  
• Editing Files in SharePoint  
• Introduction to File Metadata  
• Version History in Libraries  
• Check In and Check Out  
• Folders  
• Custom View to Show All Files Without Folders
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SharePoint Online End User Advanced

Who it’s for: This course was designed for teams and organizations currently using or planning on 
implementing SharePoint Online. It’s for users looking for an entry point to foundational SharePoint 
concepts.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, and through standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Get started with the tools and knowledge needed to start using and working 
within the SharePoint environment. This course is designed from the ground up to introduce students to 
standard navigation and practices. Students will learn to engage with and contribute to files, projects, and 
other collaborative resources that are fundamental to the SharePoint experience.

Course Outline

• Finding and Sharing Information  
• Alerts on Modern Lists and Libraries  
• Alerts on Classic Lists and Libraries  
• Search Sitewide 
• Advanced Search  
• Search Alerts  
• Search Individual Lists and Libraries  
• Discussion Boards  
• Surveys  
• Integrating SharePoint and Introduction to Office 365 
• Creating New Files in the Office 365 Web Apps 
• Editing Existing Files in the Office 365 Web Apps 
• OneDrive for Business Survey - Part 1  
• OneDrive for Business Survey - Part 2  
• About Me and Favoriting Files  
• Conclusion
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SharePoint Online Site Manager Beginner

Who it’s for: This course was designed for those tasked with managing a SharePoint site or site 
collection. It’s for individuals intending to get an in-depth, hands-on understanding of what’s possible 
in SharePoint Online, including potential site owners, power users, support professionals, and portal 
designers. Users looking to specialize in SharePoint environments are also recommended to take this 
course.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, as well as improve standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Become proficient in the foundational concepts necessary to build, manage, and 
support a SharePoint Online site. This course has been designed from start to finish to provide the latest 
information on tools available, as well as effective strategies for implementation in the areas of metadata, 
permissions, site structure, and more.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• SharePoint Components  
• Site Hierarchy 
• Elements - Part 1  
• Elements - Part 2  
• Elements - Part 3  
• Creating Lists and Libraries  
• Creating Lists - Part 1  
• Creating Lists - Part 2  
• Creating Lists - Part 3  
• Creating New Modern Lists  
• Creating a Library - Part 1  
• Creating a Library - Part 2  
• Creating a New Modern Library  
• Creating Custom Columns (Ad-Hoc Metadata)  
• Using Columns to Sort and Filter 
• Creating Custom Views  
• Creating Custom Columns in the Classic Interface  
• Creating Custom Views in the Classic Interface  
• Using Lists on Pages 
• Using Libraries on Pages 
• Creating List or Library Templates 
• Creating a List or Library Based on a Template
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SharePoint Online Site Manager Intermediate

Who it’s for: This course was designed for those tasked with managing a SharePoint site or site 
collection. It’s for individuals intending to get an in-depth, hands-on understanding of what’s possible 
in SharePoint Online, including potential site owners, power users, support professionals, and portal 
designers. Users looking to specialize in SharePoint environments are also recommended to take this 
course.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, as well as improve standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Become proficient in the foundational concepts necessary to build, manage, and 
support a SharePoint Online site. This course has been designed from start to finish to provide the latest 
information on tools available, as well as effective strategies for implementation in the areas of metadata, 
permissions, site structure, and more.

Course Outline

• Managing Content in Lists and Libraries  
• Content Approval - Part 1  
• Content Approval - Part 2  
• Content Approval - Part 3  
• Versioning - Part 1  
• Versioning - Part 2  
• Versioning - Part 3  
• Moving Files Between Libraries 
• Library Retention Policies  
• Folder Based Retention Policies  
• Configuring Workflows  
• Workflows  
• Building a Built-In Workflow - Part 1  
• Building a Built-In Workflow - Part 2  
• Completing Assigned Workflow Tasks  
• Introduction to Flow  
• Building a Flow Template - Part 1  
• Building a Flow Template - Part 2  
• Running a Flow  
• Editing and Sharing a Flow 
• Adding and Configuring Web Pages  
• What are Web Pages 
• Types of Pages and Creating Wiki Pages  
• Editing Wiki Pages  
• Adding Context to a Wiki Page  

• Levels and Groups  
• Assigning Permissions to Individuals vs Groups 
• Creating Permission Groups - Part 1 
• Creating Permission Groups - Part 2 
• Assigning Permission Levels to Groups 
• Changing Assigned Permission Levels  
• Creating New Permission Levels  
• Defining New Permission Level Permissions  
• Combining Permission Levels in One Group  
• Adding and Removing Users and Managing Groups 
• Breaking Permissions Inheritance - Part 1  
• Breaking Permissions Inheritance - Part 2  
• Breaking Permissions Inheritance - Part 3 
• Deleting Unique Permissions (Re-Inheriting 

Permissions)
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SharePoint Online Site Manager Advanced

Who it’s for: This course was designed for those tasked with managing a SharePoint site or site 
collection. It’s for individuals intending to get an in-depth, hands-on understanding of what’s possible 
in SharePoint Online, including potential site owners, power users, support professionals, and portal 
designers. Users looking to specialize in SharePoint environments are also recommended to take this 
course.

What it is: SharePoint is a web-based platform designed to facilitate more effective communication and 
collaboration on projects, within teams, as well as improve standard day-to-day operations.

What you’ll learn: Become proficient in the foundational concepts necessary to build, manage, and 
support a SharePoint Online site. This course has been designed from start to finish to provide the latest 
information on tools available, as well as effective strategies for implementation in the areas of metadata, 
permissions, site structure, and more.

Course Outline
• Creating and Managing Sites
• Creating a New Subsite  
• Customizing the Look and Feel of Sites  
• Choosing a Site Theme  
• Saving a Site Theme  
• Saving a Site as a Template  
• Saving a Site as a Template with Content  
• Building a Site from a Template without Content  
• Building a Site from a Template with Content  
• Downloading, Sharing, and Uploading Site Templates  
• Configuring Site Navigation  
• Site Navigation 
• Quick Launch Navigation vs Top Links Navigation  
• Adding Pages, Lists, and Libraries to Quick Launch  
• Customizing the Top Links  
• Tree View  
• Nesting Quick Launch Links  
• Creating and Managing Content Types  
• Introduction to Content Types  
• Creating Site Content Types - Part 1  
• Creating Site Content Types - Part 2  
• Associating Metadata with Content Type  

• Associating Document Templates with Content 
Type 

• Assigning Content Types to Library - Part 1  
• Assigning Content Types to Library - Part 2  
• Assigning Content Types to Library - Part 3  
• Assigning Content Types to Library - Part 4  
• Understanding Delve  
• About Me 
• Updating About Me  
• Searching and Favoriting Items in Delve  
• Delve Boards 
• Searching for Boards  
• Using Blogs  
• Conclusion 
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Slack

Who it’s for: Slack is for anyone and everyone at your organization.

What it is: Slack is an online space for company chat, sharing, and more. Easily communicate one-on-one 
with colleagues, or go big by contacting your entire team or company.

What you’ll learn: Learn how to create workspaces and channels. Understand how and why you’d 
change settings for yourself or your entire company. Get to know Slack’s deep messaging and calling 
capabilities. Finally, unlock some secrets to make Slack even better, by adding apps, using keyboard 
shortcuts, and choosing the right version of Slack for you.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Differences Between Slack Versions  
• Creating Your Workspace  
• Configuring Workspace Settings and Permissions 
• Managing Members and Roles  
• Signing In and Out  
• Edit Profile  
• Setting Your Status 
• Joining Channels  
• Creating Channels 
• Managing Channels  
• Announcements  
• Messages  
• Direct Messages  
• Slackbot  
• Calls 
• Sharing Links and Using Keyboard Shortcuts 
• Search  
• Setting Up Personal Preferences  
• Adding Apps in Slack  
• Downloading the Desktop and Mobile App  
• Conclusion
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Smartsheet Beginner

Who it’s for: For businesspeople of all types who could benefit from tighter, clearly defined processes 
and projects.

What it is: Smartsheet is an online project management tool with a heavy focus on team collaboration.

What you’ll learn: In this Smartsheet training, you’ll learn best practices, methodology, and mechanics 
around how to build and share collaborative checklists, project plans, calendars, and dashboards. 
Smartsheet is ideal for waterfall and agile projects, product launches, planning, events, and more.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Getting Started  
• Signing In  
• Account Settings  
• Interface  
• Adding Columns  
• Other Column Types 
• Formatting Cells  
• Using Functions  
• Conditional Formatting  
• Customizing Sheets  
• Color Coding  
• Creating Filters  
• Adding Files and Comments  
• Different Views  
• Sharing Sheets  
• Sharing Columns and Rows  
• Sending as PDF or Excel Spreadsheet  
• Publishing 
• Conclusion
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SQL Querying Basics

Who it’s for: This course has been designed for individuals who wish to learn how to use SQL to query 
databases and extract information.

What it is: SQL stands for Structured Query Language. It’s a common language for gathering, organizing, 
and exporting data stored in relational databases.

What you’ll learn: In this course, you’ll learn basic SQL usage and terminology, as well as how to 
execute simple queries and queries using criteria conditions. Next, you’ll learn how to summarize, 
organize, and export valuable query data and results.

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Introduction to SQL 
• Installing SQL Server  
• SQL Keyword Command Language and Hierarchy  
• Connecting to a SQL Database  
• Creating and Saving a Query 
• Using One or More Query Conditions  
• Applying AND OR Operators  
• NULL NOT NULL 
• Range of Values  
• Querying Data Using Wildcard Characters  
• Formatting Column Headings with Aliases  
• Formatting Query Data Results  
• Performing Date Calculations - DateDifDateAdd 
• Summarizing Data Using Aggregate Functions AVG COUNT SUM min max 
• Manipulating Text Results with String Functions CONCAT_SUBSTR  
• Sorting Data Order BY and GROUPBY  
• RANK and HAVING  
• Mathematical Financial Expressions  
• PIVOT  
• JOIN  
• Union ALL  
• Except Clause  
• Sub Queries  
• Exports  
• Conclusion
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Teams Beginner

Who it’s for: Microsoft Teams is for business employees who want to change the way they work with the 
best communication and collaboration tools.

What it is: Microsoft Teams is a collaborative environment that allows you to bring your colleagues, 
content, and conversations together, all in one place, with real-time collaboration.  

What you’ll learn: Learn how to create teams in order to group, manage, and communicate with your 
colleagues. Make content readily available by adding channels for different projects or topics. Then, add 
tabs for easy access to files, so you and your team members can seamlessly collaborate across multiple 
documents. 

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• What is Teams? 
• Web App vs Desktop App 
• Creating and Adding Team Members  
• Creating Channels  
• Managing Channels  
• Chat  
• Collaborating  
• Meetings 
• Video Calls  
• Integration with Other Apps  
• Activity and Feed  
• Search  
• Settings and Notifications  
• Conclusion
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Teams Advanced

Who it’s for: Microsoft Teams is for business employees who want to change the way they work with the 
best communication and collaboration tools.

What it is: Microsoft Teams is a collaborative environment that allows you to bring your colleagues, 
content, and conversations together, all in one place, with real-time collaboration.  

What you’ll learn: Learn how to create teams in order to group, manage, and communicate with your 
colleagues. Make content readily available by adding channels for different projects or topics. Then, add 
tabs for easy access to files, so you and your team members can seamlessly collaborate across multiple 
documents. 

Course Outline

• Introduction 
• Private Channels  
• Channel Notifications  
• Pinning Channels  
• Posting to Multiple Channels  
• Tags 
• Share to Outlook  
• Pop Out Chat Window 
• Scheduling Meetings and Adjusting Settings  
• Meeting Chat and Whiteboard  
• Background Effects 
• Sharing a Whiteboard During a Meeting  
• Ending the Meeting for All and Downloading Attendance List  
• The 3x3 Grid Update  
• Settings 
• Introduction to Live Events 
• Scheduling Live Events  
• Inviting Attendees  
• Producing Live Events  
• Managing Recordings and Reports  
• Conclusion
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Visio 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Newcomers, as well as users looking to expand their Visio knowledge and build more 
advanced drawings.

What it is: Visio is a Microsoft Office program that functions like a visualization tool to show data in an 
easily understandable way. Most often used for data that fits well with diagrams and charts, Visio takes 
standard images and allows flowcharts and decision diagrams to utilize those images to explain data.

What you’ll learn: To get started, we’ll show you how to easily navigate the Visio application. Next, 
we’ll explain how to use the drawing components of Visio and creating simple diagrams. Once you gain 
confidence with those tools, we’ll move on to creating organizational charts and simple floor plans. Then, 
we’ll tackle other drawings like cross functional flow charts and network diagram drawings. To make sure 
your drawings have the right look, we’ll also explore updating the styles of shapes and their connectors. In 
the Advanced chapters, we’ll build more advanced diagrams, with 3D and custom shapes. We’ll also dive 
into connecting Visio with external sources like Excel and OneDrive.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Getting Started 
• Backstage View and Saving Files  
• Using Drawing Components  
• Adding Connectors 
• Modifying Drawings and Adding Text to Shapes  
• Adding Callouts  
• Creating Groups  
• Manually Creating Org Charts  
• Adding Detail to Manual Org Charts  
• Using the Org Chart Wizard  
• Drawing Scale  
• Modifying Org Charts with Org Chart Ribbon  
• Creating Basic Floor Plans 
• Creating Office Layouts  
• Accessorizing Your Office Layout  
• Social Distancing Template  
• Creating Cross Functional Flowcharts  
• Adding Shapes and Connectors to Cross Functional Flowcharts  
• Modifying Cross Functional Flowcharts  
• Basic Network Diagram Drawings  
• Network Diagrams in 3D  
• Shape Data Window 
• Adding Layers to a Drawing  
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Visio 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Newcomers, as well as users looking to expand their Visio knowledge and build more 
advanced drawings.

What it is: Visio is a Microsoft Office program that functions like a visualization tool to show data in an 
easily understandable way. Most often used for data that fits well with diagrams and charts, Visio takes 
standard images and allows flowcharts and decision diagrams to utilize those images to explain data.

What you’ll learn: To get started, we’ll show you how to easily navigate the Visio application. Next, 
we’ll explain how to use the drawing components of Visio and creating simple diagrams. Once you gain 
confidence with those tools, we’ll move on to creating organizational charts and simple floor plans. Then, 
we’ll tackle other drawings like cross functional flow charts and network diagram drawings. To make sure 
your drawings have the right look, we’ll also explore updating the styles of shapes and their connectors. In 
the Advanced chapters, we’ll build more advanced diagrams, with 3D and custom shapes. We’ll also dive 
into connecting Visio with external sources like Excel and OneDrive.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Logging In  
• Adding Quick Shapes to Drawings
• Creating Drawings Based on a BPMN Template 
• Updating BPMN Diagrams  
• Creating Value Stream Maps  
• Editing Value Stream Maps  
• Creating Drawings Based on 3D Templates and Shapes 
• Editing and Rotating 3D Shapes  
• Formatting 3D Shapes  
• Adding Pages and Backgrounds  
• Creating and Updating Visio Master Pages  
• Adding Borders and Titles  
• Creating Custom Shapes and Using the Favorites Stencil  
• Creating and Adding Shapes to Custom Stencils  
• Editing Custom Stencil Shapes  
• Saving Custom Templates  
• Creating Pivot Diagrams  
• Creating Visio Drawings Based on Gantt Chart Templates 

• Creating Gantt Charts from Existing Project 
Data 

• Creating Timeline Charts from Project Data 
• Connecting to Access Databases and Creating 

Visio Drawings 
• Recording Macros 
• Creating and Testing Macros
• Opening Shape Sheets  
• Saving Files to OneDrive 
• Preparing Visio Drawings Using the Review 

Ribbon Tab 
• Exporting Files - Word, JPEG, AutoCAD 
• Conclusion
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Windows 10

Who it’s for: New Windows 10 users or anyone looking to feel more comfortable using a Windows 10 
PC.

What it is: Windows 10 is a popular version of of Microsoft’s operating system.

What you’ll learn: We begin by showing you around the Windows interface and then start making 
modifications to fit your usage of the applications. Then, we work with you on task switching while using 
multiple applications and applying quick keyboard shortcuts. You’ll use search tools, explore Microsoft 
Edge, and other applications that come with Windows 10. Finally, you will learn how to use File Explorer 
to work with your file storage on the computer and OneDrive for your files in the cloud.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Desktop  
• Start  
• Taskbar  
• Task Switching  
• Search  
• Edge  
• Included Apps  
• Microsoft Store  
• Action Center  
• Personalization  
• Magnifier  
• File Explorer  
• OneDrive  
• Keyboard Shortcuts 
• Recommended Troubleshooting  
• Conclusion
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Word 2019 Beginner

Who it’s for: Microsoft Word is for anyone who writes. It’s used by students, CEO’s, and everyone in 
between.

What it is: Microsoft Word is THE word processor.

What you’ll learn: Beginners will learn the kind of basics that all computer users should know. If 
you’re already working with Microsoft Word, this course also offers a deeper look at the features and 
functionality of the program.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Creating and Saving Word Documents  
• Managing Your Workspace  
• Customizing Word Environment  
• Applying Character Formatting  
• Editing Paragraphs  
• Adding Bullets and Numbered Lists 
• Working More Efficiently  
• Managing and Sorting Lists  
• Adding Tables  
• Inserting Graphics  
• Inserting Headers and Footers  
• Page Background Tools  
• Publish to PDF or Web Using Sway  
• Conclusion
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Word 2019 Intermediate

Who it’s for: Microsoft Word is for anyone who writes. It’s used by students, CEO’s, and everyone in 
between.

What it is: Microsoft Word is THE word processor.

What you’ll learn: Beginners will learn the kind of basics that all computer users should know. If 
you’re already working with Microsoft Word, this course also offers a deeper look at the features and 
functionality of the program.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Tables  
• Charts  
• Text and Table Styles Using Themes  
• Quick Parts  
• Templates 
• Controlling Document Flow  
• Managing Large Documents 
• Mail Merge 
• Conclusion
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Word 2019 Advanced

Who it’s for: Microsoft Word is for anyone who writes. It’s used by students, CEO’s, and everyone in 
between.

What it is: Microsoft Word is THE word processor.

What you’ll learn: Beginners will learn the kind of basics that all computer users should know. If 
you’re already working with Microsoft Word, this course also offers a deeper look at the features and 
functionality of the program.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Manipulating Images  
• Text Boxes and Pull Quotes  
• WordArt  
• SmartArt  
• OneDrive Collaboration and Track Changes  
• Captions 
• Bookmarks 
• Hyperlinks  
• Securing Documents  
• Forms 
• Macros 
• Conclusion
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Word 2019 for Law Firms

Who it’s for: Legal staff looking to prepare pleadings, contracts, estate plans, and more.

What it is: Microsoft Word is the word processor of choice for legal professionals.

What you’ll learn: Better utilize Microsoft Word to create complex legal documents. Gain efficiency 
by learning about inserting automatic text, customizing the Word interface, and creating styles and 
templates.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Word Interface 
• Using Styles to Format Long Documents  
• Using the Navigation Pane  
• Formatting Indented Quotes with Styles  
• Creating Pleadings  
• Bullets and Numbering  
• Outline Numbering with List Styles  
• Controlling Formatting When Copying and Pasting Text  
• Inserting Automatic Text  
• Controlling AutoCorrect Options  
• Inserting Legal Symbols  
• Inserting Legal Footers  
• Using Cross References  
• Using Sections and Page Breaks  
• Aligning Text with Pleading Line Numbers  
• Tracking Changes  
• Comments  
• Comparing Documents with Legal Document Blackline  
• Search and Highlight 
• Generating a Table of Contents 
• Creating Pleadings Indexes

• Using Word’s Legal 
Templates 

• Constructing Custom Legal 
Templates 

• Conclusion
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Zoom

Who it’s for: Zoom is for individuals and organizations looking to host and attend modern online 
meetings.

What it is: Zoom is quickly becoming one of today’s top video conferencing applications.

What you’ll learn: Learn the Zoom essentials, from joining meetings to sharing your screen. Get to know 
stand-out features like breakout rooms. Fully understand how to join and attend meetings safely, with a 
close look at Zoom’s security tools. Take a deep dive and uncover the best settings to enhance your next 
meeting.

Course Outline

• Introduction  
• Using the Desktop Client  
• Joining Meetings with the Desktop Client  
• Joining Meetings with the Browser Client  
• Starting Meetings  
• Meeting Controls  
• Share Screen  
• Annotations & Whiteboards  
• Recording Meetings  
• Breakout Rooms  
• Security  
• Scheduling Meetings  
• Settings  
• Conclusion




